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Introduction
UltraHosting is a leading Internet Service Provider (ISP) of information technology that
is committed to providing our customers with the services they need in order to be
successful. As a member of American Registry of Internet Numbers (ARIN),
UltraHosting must follow the ARIN IP Allocation Guidelines for ISP.
ARIN allocates Internet Protocol (IP) address space within geographical areas including,
but not limited to, North America, South America, sub-Saharan Africa, and the
Caribbean. ARIN allocates blocks of IP addresses to ISPs for the purpose of reassigning
that space to their customers. Because the number of available IP addresses on the
Internet is limited, ARIN requires UltraHosting to justify the IP address assignments for
its customers.
UltraHosting must provide the current IP address space usage and any future requests that
it might make to ARIN. When UltraHosting makes a request to ARIN for additional IP
address space, a detailed request must be made to ARIN showing our current usage and
plan for additional growth. In turn, UltraHosting’s customers are required to provide IP
address space utilization information before receiving new or additional IP addresses.
The information provided by our customers will then be used for UltraHosting’s
justification to ARIN. Without this information, UltraHosting would not be able to
receive additional IP address space from ARIN to reassign to our customers.
If all requested information by UltraHosting is received, it normally takes 1~2 business
days for us to review and approve the request. If approved, it may take another 1~2
business days for you to receive your IP address assignment. Please plan ahead so that
UltraHosting can accommodate your current request and future growth.
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IP Address Allocation Policy
1. All UltraHosting IP addresses assigned to customers is "non-portable". If a
customer migrates their Internet service to another ISP, UltraHosting will reclaim
all the IP addresses assigned to the customer.
2. UltraHosting IP addresses will be allocated on an "as-needed" basis.
3. Customers must:
(a) show immediate use of 25% of new or additional IP assignment;
(b) show use of at least 50% of new or additional IP assignments within 1
year;
(c) show use of at least 80% of current IP assignments when requesting
additional IP space.
4. UltraHosting reserves the right to request customers to provide IP address
utilization.
5. Failure to show proper use of IP allocations may result in UltraHosting reclaiming
IP block and enforcing section (7) of this IP Address Allocation Policy.
6. Customers who have received IP block from UltraHosting, and subsequently
acquire their own IP assignments from ARIN or any other source, may be
required to release all of the IP block assigned to them from UltraHosting within 3
months of receiving their new IP assignments.
7. UltraHosting reserves the right to reclaim any assigned IP addresses to its
customers in the following manner:
(a) If the customer can show utilization as outlined above, UltraHosting may
replace the IP address block with one of at least the same size.
(b) If the customer cannot show utilization as outlined above, UltraHosting
may replace the IP address block with one of at most the same size.
(c) If the customer cannot show any utilization, UltraHosting may reclaim the
entire block and will not provide any replacement.
(d) Customers who have had all or part of their UltraHosting assigned IP
addresses reclaimed, will be given up to a 2 month grace period in order to
prepare for the change in IP allocation.
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I have read UltraHosting's IP Address Allocation Policy and, as a representative of my
company, I agree that we will abide by its use and enforcement; I agree that all
information provided within the Request Form portion of this document is true and has
not been mis-represented.
I understand that violation of any of the above policies may result in UltraHosting
assigned IP block being reclaimed.

Company Name

Date

Name

Signature
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IP Address Request Form
Immediate Request
1. Number of IP addresses required:

2. This group of IP addresses to be segmented into how many subnets?

3. Please describe how you plan to use the new or additional IP allocation from
UltraHosting.

4. Do you have IP space assigned or loaned to you by another ISP or some other
organization? If so, please provide the assigned IP space.

5. Please describe your current IP usage and how it is routed to the Internet.

6. Please describe why you would not be able to use Network Address Translation
(NAT) or virtual web site hosting technologies in your network to meet your current
and future IP needs.

Future IP Allocations
7. Please describe your planned growth to utilize your IP allocation over the next 3 to 6
months.
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